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Most movies aren't very good. That shouldn't be a surprise to anyone. But nor should it be a surprise that some are so bad they

possess a unique appeal arising specifically from their inadequacies. This book is a celebration of, and guide to, those movies

Analysis and reviews of 101 of the best good-bad movies of the last fifty years

Exclusive interviews with heroes and villains as diverse as Dame Joan Collins and Tommy Wiseau

First-hand accounts from genre legends who explain what went wrong, and why it isn't their fault

Unique behind-the-scenes images

Future classics are exposed, old mysteries solved

Whether you realize it or not, you probably enjoy bad movies. If you’ve ever been amused by cheesy ’80s action, or laughed at a

shoddy horror movie monster, then you’ve paddled in the so-bad-it’s-good shallows. The deep waters beyond can be intimidating,

teeming as they are with dreck. But among the unmentionables are some of the most ridiculous and enjoyable movies ever made. You

just need to know where to look. Exposing good-bad action movies, science fiction and fantasy, horror – and the rest – The Bad Movie

Bible includes films such as Batman & Robin, The Room, Troll 2, Miami Connection, Nick Fury: Agent of Shield, Black Devil Doll

From Hell, and Hell Comes to Frogtown.

The Bad Movie Bible is the first in the series of light-hearted movie bibles, analyzing and eulogizing cinematic subcultures.

Author Rob Hill has worked in the visual effects and post production industry for I5 years and has written widely on cinema and genre

films. He co-wrote the multimillion selling 50I Movies and his most recent work is Top I0 Lists: Movies (both for Octopus Publishing

Group). Editor Emma Hill has spent the past I4 years in illustrated non-fiction, working across a variety of genres including popular

culture, craft, cookery, art and travel for the UK and co-edition markets. She has worked for companies including Quarto, Octopus

Publishing Group and Ryland, Peters & Small.
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